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Developing Practice Leadership

Developing a Strong Team:
A team may be defined as: “a group of independent people working interdependently for the good of the
practice and patients”. Independent teammates take responsibility for all of their tasks and never blame cir-
cumstances, teammates, patients or whatever for their problems or failures (nobody’s perfect). Interde-
pendent teammates work hand-in-hand to support each other’s responsibilities (tasks)—refer to the at-
tached file “Automate Your Team Management” for all position responsibilities.

Are your employees a team? To definitively answer this question, have them all fill out the self-evaluation
below. Make copies of this page and give one to every employee and doctor. Have them answer ALL of
the questions to determine what must be done to improve team morale and effectiveness.

Table-1: Check off the strengths of YOUR Beliefs about Teamwork: Strong Moderate Weak

I consider all of the employees in this practice a part of my practice team.   

I support the tasks of my teammates, yet I complete my own tasks.   

I allow my teammates to support my tasks and I truly appreciate them for it.   

I do not make negative comments about my teammates when they are not present.   

If ALL above are Strong, you are a strong team member. In any case, please answer the following two questions.

For me to be an even stronger team member I should ____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ (continue on back if needed)

For my practice to be an even stronger team we should _________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ (continue on back if needed)

Individual independence and team interdependence are highly affected by one’s self image (level of self-
esteem). If a team member has a poor self image they will find it difficult to change their un-team-like be-
haviors to build a better team. Have each team member and doctor fill out this self-image questionnaire.

Table-2: Check off the strengths of YOUR Beliefs about your Self Image: Strong Moderate Weak

I truly like myself as an individual who has a lot to offer   

I am capable of expressing my love to those close to me   

I am loved by others, just for being myself   

I am responsible for and appreciate my successes   

I am responsible for and do something about my failures (nobody’s perfect)   

I am a person who does what I say I will do, even when it is to my disadvantage   

I am of value to my team and to this practice and its patients   

If ALL above are Strong, you have a great self image and can do whatever you set your mind to. If two or more are not
strong you need to take a look at yourself and see how you might create better self-esteem.

Next, schedule a team meeting and play “The Relationship Game” (see attached ) to help develop stronger
team beliefs and your self-image. Also, use “Mind Set” (see attached ) the night before the relationship game
to help dispel any fears or anger that will make the game null and void. At the end of the meeting, ask each
team member to make a commitment to have a stronger team!
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Automatic Practice Management


Automatic practice management is the dream of most doctors because it embodies in it
the idea that a practice can run itself well, without the doctor having to make every deci-
sion throughout the day. Unfortunately, although it is a dream of most doctors, many are
not willing to give up what they feel is control of the practice. But a practice can get
close to this ideal state of management if they have the right Team Coordinator and set
up the automatic management system properly. On the other hand, there are doctors
who don't want to make any decisions and are willing to dump it into somebody else's
lap, but there is a level of management (decision-making) that the doctor must accept, or
lose control of the practice. Below is a description of the Team Coordinator and the de-
cision-making responsibilities she should have. After that are the minimal responsibili-
ties that the doctor must assume to manage the practice well.


Practice Management (decision-making) exists on three levels:


1. The first level is that of the Doctor who is responsible for making all decisions that
affect treatment quality control, the goals of the practice and changes in the opera-
tion of the practice. These are decisions the Team Coordinator or team members
cannot make. See pages 3 and 4.


2. The second level is the Team Coordinators (the Clerical and Clinical Coordina-
tors). They make ongoing decisions in her own position (e.g., TC, Financial Coor-
dinator, Chairside, etc.), and also make higher level decisions for their team mem-
bers that the doctor does not need to make and that the team member is not
qualified to make. See Pages 5 through 9 below.


3. The third level is the ongoing daily decisions each team member makes to per-
form her duties to support exceptional, patient-centered service. See Pages 10
through 14 below.
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DOCTOR responsibilities for management


Treatment Quality Control


Although the doctor can usually manage the treatment in his/her head, on a visit-to-visit ba-
sis, this has historically proven to be unproductive and it is almost impossible to productively
schedule. Thus, the entire patient’s treatment must be planned in advance and managed,
requiring:


Evaluation of the case, including: a comprehensive orthodontic examination, comprehen-
sive diagnostic records, comprehensive diagnosis and treatment plan and an accurate
determination of the length of treatment time (in months) and thus an accurate estimated
completion date (ECD).


Ongoing control of the case includes: optimal use of your Tx Mechanotherapy, pre-plan
the next visit as to what treatment will be required (adjust, archwire, banding, etc.), auto-
matic periodic reviews of the progress of treatment and cooperation of ALL patients;
scheduled parent conferences with the TC for cases running late or having problems and
meet the ECD.


End of treatment control and retention control including: finish the case by the ECD and if
not finished, either deband the case or have the patient pay for the extra months of active
treatment more than three months past the ECD.


 Do a deband evaluation and End of Active Tx Family Dentist letter and final records.
Minimal records suggested are: panograph and photos/models to prove that you at-
tained your result, should the patient not wear the retainer and become maloccluded.


 Do a specific retention check sequence (in 1 mo, 3 mo, 6 mo, 12 mo, etc.) with a spe-
cific ending date in 6, 12, 18 or 24 months.


 Do an End of Retention Tx Family Dentist letter and dismiss the patient from retention
or put the patient (adult) on lifetime, paid-for retention.


Team Member Staffing Decisions


The doctor has the first and last say in staff utilization.


Team member utilization (who is needed for what positions) is set by the scheduling sys-
tem production level and is monitored on the monthly Super Report to make sure staff
utilization levels are under control.


The doctor decides which staff are hired or fired, but relies on the Team Coordinator’s
opinion.


Marketing and Sales Control:


This involves making the patients feel as if they don't want their treatment anywhere else—
the following guidelines are suggested:


The doctor assists the TC in a patient-centered exam and patient-centered consultation
to maximize the number of starts coming from the new-patients. The doctor has a small,
but important, part in the exam and it is the job of the TC to sell the case and the doctor
to not buy it back.


The doctor should leave the majority of the marketing of the practice to the TC and Team
Coordinator. They market the practice through the special and ongoing marketing pro-
grams.
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The doctor should participate in the marketing of the Family Dentist through the use of
the Family Dentist Referral Preference System. This requires that the doctor meet with
the referring family dentist once to review the communications they will receive from the
practice (Post-Exam, Post-Consult, 6-Mo Reviews, End-of-Active-Tx, and End-of-
Retention letters) and to review the family dentist's referral preferences on the Family
Dentist Referral Preference Form.


It is not necessary, although it is helpful, for the doctor to meet with family dentist’s peri-
odically. If this is awkward or difficult for the doctor, then he/she should not meet with
them unless necessary about a patient case.


The Team Coordinator and the rest of the team will have periodic lunches (Lunch &
Learn) with the family dentist's team. If desired, the family dentist may be invited, in
which case the doctor must be there; if the doctor doesn't want to be there, the Family
Dentist should not be there, only his/her team.


In general, it is the responsibility of the Team Coordinator to make the kind of ongoing deci-
sions that create a smooth-operating, productive practice, with minimal decision-making by
the doctor and with increased decision-making by the rest of the team within their positions.
It is the responsibility of the doctor to support the decisions of the team coordinator and to
make/override them when it is appropriate. It is the responsibility of the Team Coordinator to
support the decisions of her teammates and make/override them when it is appropriate.
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Team Coordinator responsibilities for management


A smaller practice can have one person as the Team Coordinator; while a larger practice
might find that separate Clerical and Clinical Coordinators works best. Twenty to fifty per-
cent (depending on the size of the practice), of a coordinator’s time is devoted to being a co-
ordinator and the rest of the time is devoted to working in another position (bookkeeper, TC,
Chairside, etc.). Some of the time spent as the Team Coordinator is devoted to hiring, train-
ing, evaluating and firing team members. The rest of the time is devoted to helping their
team members make decisions that affect other team-member’s duties and interrelation-
ships.


Ongoing CLERICAL Coordinator duties and decision-making


Daily duties


Production-Related Clerical Coordinator Duties:


 Morning check of the day’s schedule for variances from the ideal and discuss how to handle
it at the morning team meeting.


 Conduct a short, yet productive, morning team meeting.
 Make sure that the starting appointments are available for the TC and are not being wasted


on non-starting patients. If so, make sure that the TC has the necessary full starting ap-
pointments slots opened/filled per week.


 Make sure that the new-patient exams are not getting too far into the future.
 Make sure scheduled patient reviews are set up for the day (or just spot-check weekly).
 Make sure that any clerical training to be done is scheduled and accounted for.
 Make sure that all else to be done that day is prepared for.


Relationship-Related duties


 Get a sense of the relationships between the doctor and the rest of the clerical team and
make note of areas where they seem out of relationship. If necessary, ask the doctor if there
is any problem that you can help with that seems stressful.


 Get a sense of the relationships between the clerical team members and make note of areas
where they seem out of relationship. If necessary, ask them if there is any problem that you
can help them with that seems to be stressing them out.


Weekly Clerical Coordinator duties (two to three hours should be available at the end of the week
to do this)


Weekly Team Meetings: schedule, conduct, take notes on, and follow-up on meetings
Weekly DR Meetings to review the week's challenges/successes and follow-up on the meetings
Payroll: time sheets, obtain and distribute payroll checks
Benefits (vacations, medical, etc.): make sure they are being received and are under control


Monthly Clerical Coordinator duties (a day should be left available each month to attend to this)


Prepare the monthly Practice Reports and review it with the doctor.
Review programs that are being implemented to make sure they are on schedule.
Make sure all HIPAA regulations are being observed by the clerical team.
Others as required.


Monthly Clinical Coordinator duties (a day should be left available each month to attend to this)


Prepare any monthly Practice Reports and review it with the doctor.
Review the Environmental Safety Coordinator’s Daily, Weekly and Monthly checklists.
Review clinical programs that are being implemented to make sure they are on schedule.
Make sure all HIPAA regulations are being observed by the clinical team.
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Others as required.


Quarterly & Semi-yearly duties (these days should be scheduled a month in advance)


Semi-yearly Critiques, using copies of all installed system critiques, to make sure they are being
used properly (or still are being used).


Semi-yearly OSHA training
Team member utilization (from Super Report)
Others as required


Clerical Team Member Utilization Decisions
Clerical Team member Staffing Level decisions (filling positions):
Levels are initially determined by your scheduling analysis
Change in clerical staffing levels as re-evaluated by Clerical Coordinator as needed


Clerical Team Members Replacement decisions:
Team members who can’t keep their personal problems out of the practice are a drain on the en-


tire team and on the patients and should seek employment elsewhere
An unsatisfactory team member's performance is documented in their OSHA Medical/Personnel


bound file for a minimum of two months with dates, times and warnings.
Team member replacement and timing is discussed with the Doctor, who must have the final ap-


proval of the timing of all team member replacements.


Clerical Team Member Hiring:
Seeking new team members (newspapers, interviews, etc.) done by Clerical Coordinator
New team member Starting Salary level decided by the Doctor
New Team Member Benefits (start after 90 days of employment) approved by the Doctor.


Patient Tx Scheduling Decisions


Modifications in the Rotational Schedule:


The rotational schedule is determined when the scheduling system is designed. It allows for
maximum utilization of the practice facilities (offices) for optimum production by year end. The
number of days worked per year per office must be maintained.


Ongoing modifications for doctor vacations, utilization of branch offices and staff utilization are at
the discretion of the Clerical Coordinators, as long as the patients are being properly treated.


The number of full days worked in each office for the average cycle is based on all offices having
similar FS/D (Full Starts per Day) production goals.


Momentary modifications in the Daily Schedule (and others) are at the discretion of the Clerical Co-
ordinator for seasonal changes.


The scheduling system is designed for optimum use of the doctor’s and the rest of the team’s
treatment time and should be used as designed.


Daily Appointment Substitution Control


 The Clerical Coordinator should make sure that the daily substitutions are not improper. It is
the responsibility of the receptionist to properly use the system, but it is the responsibility of
the Clerical Coordinator to make sure that appointment control is not slipping away.


 Permanent modifications in the Daily Schedule (and others) are at the discretion of the Cleri-
cal Coordinator only. A permanent change is when the daily schedule's template is changed.


 The receptionist must make a request for permanent changes in the schedule, based on ap-
pointment availability or changes in the doctor's Tx Mechanotherapy or techniques.


 The Clerical Coordinator must review the need for the changes and seek a way of resolving
the problem without permanent change if possible.
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 The Clerical Coordinator should make specific permanent modifications, based on the origi-
nal design of the schedule.


Purchasing (Budget) Decisions
The practice's expense budget is determined at the start of the year and is monitored monthly


using the Budget Report.
All purchases that are the usual are automatically acceptable.
The purchasing is automatically done by selected clerical and clinical team members.
"Out of the Ordinary Purchasing" must be approved by the Clerical Coordinator or Doctor.


Marketing (Budget) Decisions
Marketing of a practice comes mostly from internal marketing based on exceptional, patient-centered
services. There are though, other external marketing programs, that can be used to stimulate refer-
rals to the practice. Most are more fun (games, contests, etc.) than fruitful, but the most productive
is marketing the Family Dentist and his/her team.


The Clerical Coordinator's Marketing Budget:


Is typically 1.5%-2.5% of one month's income—yours is _____%.


Thus, if the average monthly income is $100,000 the Clerical Coordinator can budget $1,500 to
$2,500 for marketing each month.


The Clerical Coordinator must plan (budget) her marketing expenses over the entire year so as
to not overspend or under-spend, by year end, in the stimulation of new referrals.


The marketing budget includes the following:


 Website expense


 Yellow pages advertisements (if done)


 All brochures for practice promotion


 All marketing mail-outs to patients


 "Lunch and Learn" for the Family Dentist's team and the practice team


 Doctor and Family Dentist luncheons


 Gifts (Christmas, birthday, etc.) to Family Dentist's or their families


 Flowers, muffins, etc. sent to the Family Dentist practices


 Expenses (not salary) a team member has when doing school or community lectures, etc.


 Sponsoring local teams or activities


 Other, as new marketing programs arise for the stimulation of more referrals.


The marketing budget does NOT include the following:


 TC handouts or patient information handouts


 Team lunches when non-marketing work is to be done by the team


 Bonuses for increased starts (if done)


 Birthday and Christmas cards to patients or to Family Dentist’s and their team


 Contributions to local and non-local charities


 Others that do NOT directly stimulate more referrals.
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Ongoing Periodic CLINICAL Coordinator duties and decision-making


Daily duties


Production-Related Clinical Coordinator Duties:
 Review the day’s scheduled and prepare the clinical team to best deal with it.
 Make sure that the daily OSHA checklists are being done (or just spot-check weekly).
 Make sure that any clinical training to be done is scheduled and accounted for.
 Make sure that all else to be done that day is prepared for.


Relationship-Related duties
 Get a sense of the relationships between the doctor and the rest of the clinical team and


make note of areas where they seem out of relationship. If necessary, ask the doctor if there
is any problem that you can help with that seems stressful.


 Get a sense of the relationships between the clinical team members and make note of areas
where they seem out of relationship. If necessary, ask them if there is any problem that you
can help them with that seems to be stressing them out.


Monthly Clinical Coordinator duties (a day should be left available each month to attend to this)


Prepare any monthly reports and review it with the doctor.
Review the Environmental Safety Coordinator’s Daily, Weekly and Monthly checklists.
Review clinical programs or training that are being implemented are on schedule.
Make sure all HIPAA regulations are being observed by the clinical team.
Others as required.


Quarterly & Semi-yearly Clinical Coordinator duties (these days should be scheduled a month in
advance)


Semi-yearly Critiques, using copies of all installed system critiques, to make sure they are being
used properly (or still are being used).


Semi-yearly OSHA training
Others as required


Clinical Supplies Purchasing Decisions


The practice's expense budget is determined at the start of the year and is monitored monthly
using a Budget Report or similar.


All clinical purchases that are the usual are automatically acceptable, but should be scrutinized
when ordering to make sure that supplies are not being wasted.


The purchasing is automatically done by a selected clinical team member.
"Out of the Ordinary Purchasing" must be approved by the Clinical Coordinator and Doctor.


Team Member Utilization Decisions
Team member Staffing Level decisions (filling positions):


Levels are initially determined by your scheduling analysis


Change in clinical staffing levels as re-evaluated by Clinical Coordinator as needed


Clinical Team Members Replacement decisions:


Team members who can’t keep their personal problems out of the practice are a drain on the en-
tire team and on the patients and should seek employment elsewhere


An unsatisfactory team member's performance is documented in their OSHA Medical/Personnel
bound file for a minimum of two months with dates, times and warnings.


Team member replacement and timing is discussed with the Doctor, who must have the final ap-
proval of the timing of all team member replacements.
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Clinical Team Member Hiring:


Seeking new team members (newspapers, interviews, etc.) done by Clerical Coordinator


New team member Starting Salary level decided by the Doctor


New Team Member Benefits (start after 90 days of employment) approved by the Doctor.


Patient Tx Scheduling Decisions


The scheduling system is designed for optimum use of the doctor’s and the rest of the team’s treat-
ment time and should be used as designed.


Schedule the clinical team members to specific columns on the daily schedule:


Have at least two team members capable of handling a specific column (Records, Chairside,
etc.). It is also best to rotate them from column to column daily or weekly so that they don’t get
“stale” always working in the same column…give them a full experience in their positions.


Schedule each team member to each column each day (or week).


Make the doctor more organized by telling him/her which patients to see before and after going
into an exam or consult.


Control daily Early, Late and SOS/Emergency patients to keep the clinical team productive and
on schedule.
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Team Position Responsibilities


TC Position responsibilities and decision-making


The TC performs the following duties and makes all the decisions necessary to make the TC pro-
grams successful. Included are decisions to be made by the TC that she needs the doctor’s sup-
port on. Once a new area of decision-making is resolved with the Clerical Coordinator, the TC can
then automatically make that decision as part of her other decision-making responsibilities.


Exam-Related Responsibilities
Pre-Exam Call to Patient/Family, Folder Setup and use of back of New-Pt. Call Sheet (if use)


Exam Procedures (refer to the Patient-Centered Services Manual)


Post-Exam Communications, appointments, DDS Referrals, Family Dentist letter, Patient Letter


Post-Exam Follow-up on Will-Call-Back patients


Entering the exam outcome on the TC Communications form and into the computer (if done)


Exam-related decisions requiring the Clerical Coordinator’s input for:


Modification of the forms or procedures used in the patient-centered exam


The fees for the treatment when it is not the usual treatment.
 Clerical Coordinator (with the approval of the doctor) decides what the fee should be.
 Once resolved with the Clerical Coordinator this fee can then be set by the TC.


Courtesies for fees for special cases (multiple patient families, transfers, etc.).
 Referred to the Clerical Coordinator for possible courtesies.
 Once resolved with the Clerical Coordinator this kind of decision can then be made by the TC.


Special records, or whatever, that the TC in not familiar with, once resolved with the Clerical Co-
ordinator this kind of decision can then be made by the TC.


Special cases where the TC feels that the patient may not be what the practice wants. Referred
to the Clerical Coordinator for each case before dismissing the patient.


Other decisions that are not part of the TC’s normal procedures.
 Referred to the Clerical Coordinator to make a decision on the situation.
 Once resolved with the Clerical Coordinator this kind of decision is made by the TC


Tx Consult (if done) - Related Responsibilities


Records Evaluation Control (assemble records for the doctor's Dx & Tx Planning)
Trace Cephs (if not done by the Lab)
Pre-Consult: Dr-evaluation control and Consult preparation
Tx Consult Procedures (refer to the Patient-Centered Services Manual)
Post-Consult Communications, appointments, DDS Referrals, Family Dentist letter
Post-Consult Follow-up on Will-Call-Back patients
Entering the consult outcome into computer (via the check-out screen)


Consult-related decisions requiring the Clerical Coordinator’s input for:
Modification of the forms or procedures used in the patient-centered exam. The Clerical Coordi-


nator decides what can be changed (this should be discouraged).
Courtesies for fees for special cases (multiple patient families, transfers, etc.). This must be de-


cided by the Clerical Coordinator. Once resolved with the Clerical Coordinator this kind of cour-
tesy can then be made by the TC.


Special cases where the patient has a poor credit rating, but the TC feels they should be given
more lenient financial arrangements, but the Clerical Coordinator makes the final decisions.
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Special cases where the TC feels that the Will-Call-Back patient should be dismissed. This must
be referred to the Clerical Coordinator for every case before dismissing the patient.


Other decisions that are not part of the TC’s normal procedures. This must be referred to the
Clerical Coordinator to make a decision on the situation. Once resolved with the Clerical Coordi-
nator this kind of decision can then be made by the TC.


Recall Observation - Related Responsibilities (Pre-Active Observation and Ph-I Retention Patients )


OB recall patient appointments – for on-going recall patients not ready to start yet
OS start patient appointments – for recall patients who are ready to start the next appointment
Observation-related decisions requiring the Clerical Coordinator’s input when:
The fee for the treatment is higher than was promised (e.g., Ph-II Tx). This is referred to the


Clerical Coordinator to make a decision on the fee. The Clerical Coordinator should make all de-
cisions of this type on a case by case basis with the doctor’s input.


There are other decisions to make that are not part of the TC’s normal procedures. They are re-
ferred to the Clerical Coordinator to make a decision on the situation. Once resolved with the
Clerical Coordinator this kind of decision can then be made by the TC.


Parent Conference (PC) -Related Responsibilities


PC patient appointments


Parent conference follow-up appointment letters, etc.


Parent Conference-related decisions requiring the Clerical Coordinator’s input for:


Run-on cases, which are determined by the doctor and Clerical Coordinator.
 The doctor is required to set a realistic number of months to finish the case with cooperation


or must decide whether it is best to remove the braces immediately.
 The TC is required to present the doctor’s decision to the patient/family.


Situations where the patient/family definitely wants the braces removed.
 This is referred to the Clerical Coordinator to make a decision on the fee balance, removal


date and form of the liability release.
 The doctor decides on the form of retention.
 The Clerical Coordinator makes all decisions of this type, referred by the TC or doctor.


Situations where the practice definitely wants the braces removed.
 The doctor notifies the Clerical Coordinator about the case.
 The Clerical Coordinator always makes the decisions on the fee balance.
 The TC has a parent conference and gives them a 60-day period for finding a new orthodon-


tist and/or setting up a removal date by signing a liability release.
 The doctor decides on the form of retention.


Situations where the practice wants the braces removed, but the patient/family wants to try for a
finished case.
 The doctor gives the Clerical Coordinator a realistic number of months to finish the case and


the retention required.
 The Clerical Coordinator makes all of the decisions in this type of case, including the extra fees


and “Completing the Tx Liability Release” for a certain number of months before the deband.


Other decisions that are not part of the TC’s normal procedures.
 The Clerical Coordinator makes the initial decision on the situation.
 Once resolved with the Clerical Coordinator this kind of decision can then be made by the TC.


Marketing Programs-Related Responsibilities (see marketing in the Clerical Coordinator position)
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Receptionist Position responsibilities and decision-making


Telephone Control: answering and routing calls, telephone answering machine control
New-Patient Call: use of New Patient Call Sheet, mail out Health History, start New-Pt. Folder
Tx Chart and Records Folder Control - daily pulling and filing of charts
Daily Cash Control: taking cash payments and giving cash receipts, taking checks and not post-


ing them, receiving checks in the mail, and use of the Daily Financial Control Envelope
Use of the Daily Cash Control Log
Scheduling Patients: new appointments, missed appointment control, canceled appointment con-


trol, recall control (see below)
 Scheduling control is the responsibility of the receptionist
 If more than one receptionist, one must be responsible for the scheduling system


Other miscellaneous responsibilities


Patient Scheduling Control-related decisions requiring the Clerical Coordinator’s input


Rotation Schedule Modifications:


The number of days worked per year per office must be maintained by the receptionist as set in
the rotational schedule by the Clerical Coordinator.


Ongoing modifications for doctor vacations, utilization of branch offices and staff utilization are
decided by the Clerical Coordinator.


Growth Day schedules are done on Non-Pt-Tx-Day; never on a normal Pt-Tx-Day.
 Exam Growth Days are scheduled when exams get more than three or four weeks out.
 Start Growth Day schedules usually follow scheduled Exam Growth Days.


Daily Schedule Momentary modifications


The scheduling system is designed for optimum use of the doctor’s and the rest of the team’s
treatment time and should be used by the receptionist as designed, avoiding overrides.


Daily Appointment Substitution Control:
 The substitution system allows the receptionist to have enough of all appointments needed.
 The receptionist must properly use the schedule and illegal substitutions should not be made


unless there is no other choice and they are approved by the Clerical Coordinator. NON-
automatic daily substitutions are monitored by the Clerical Coordinator.


Daily Schedule Permanent modifications
 Permanent changes require a change in the daily schedule’s model day template.
 The Clerical Coordinator must seek a way of resolving scheduling problems, without perma-


nent changes in the model day schedule, by being clever in its use.
 Permanent changes must be requested by the receptionist of the Clerical Coordinator. The


permanent change must be based on appointment availability or changes in the doctor’s Tx
Mechanotherapy. The doctor must work with the Clerical Coordinator to determine new ap-
pointment types.


Secretarial responsibilities and decision-making


Typically the receptionist or bookkeeper or some other person
Mail Control: outgoing mail control, sorting/routing incoming mail
Letter Control: computer letters and specially composed letters
Set up new-patient exam folder (if not done by TC)
Weekly team meetings: take notes at meeting, type notes and distribute as necessary
Other miscellaneous responsibilities
Any new letter or form must be established by the Clerical Coordinator.
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Financial Coordinator responsibilities and decision-making


Daily credit checks of all exam patients and giving rating to TC before or at the exam visit


Daily Cash Control: income received into the bank using the Daily Cash Control Log


Daily Charge Control of miscellaneous charges using the Misc. Charge Control Log


Posting all daily: contracts, misc. charges, payments, credit/debit adjustments


Past Due Control: daily lists of past due patients to call and re-negotiate and receive payments


Accounts Payable: listing of payments to be made for invoices received


Petty Cash and Petty Check Control


Clerical Supplies Inventory Control: inventorying, ordering and stocking clerical supplies


Insurance processing control: initial claims, ongoing forms processing and past due control


Other miscellaneous responsibilities


Financial-related decisions requiring the Clerical Coordinator’s input for:


 Any new fees or new financial policies must be established by the Clerical Coordinator


 Once resolved by the Clerical Coordinator this kind of decision can be made by the bookkeeper.


* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Chairside DA Position responsibilities & decision-making


Patient Treatment-Related Responsibilities


Starting the treatment prescribed for the visit
Completing treatment as prescribed by the doctor
Learning all techniques to be able to do any appointment scheduled
Keeping on schedule with the low-volume patients scheduled to your column
Keeping on schedule in high-volume by getting any patient done on time
Adjusting to early and late patients and SOS's (scheduled patients) to stay on schedule
Handling Emergencies (unscheduled patients) and staying on schedule
Conducting Periodic Reviews: identify review, evaluate cooperation, complete Progress Review


form, and explain results to patient and parent
Retention conference procedures at retainer insertion visit
Other miscellaneous responsibilities
Treatment-related decisions requiring the Clinical Coordinator’s input:


 For a clinical coordinator, responsible for the work of the clinical team.
 For any new systems or procedures must be established by through the clinical coordinator.
 The Clinical Coordinator delegates treatment decision-making to the clinical coordinator, but


establishes policies with the doctor first on what decisions may be made.


Patient Training responsibilities and decision-making


Patient Orientation (initial separation, impressions, etc.) or Initial patient education after new ap-
pliances are inserted


Ongoing patient education for problems with hygiene and appliances


Patient Behavior Modification and motivation


Other miscellaneous responsibilities


All patient training-related changes are decided by the Clinical Coordinator’s.


Non-patient related responsibilities, restocking, cleaning, minor fabrication, etc.


Doctor routing (after exam/consult) to the treatment chairs (typically done by Clinical Coordinator)


Using sterilization techniques during a patient's treatment


Cleaning up after a patient's treatment
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Other miscellaneous responsibilities


Non-treatment-related decisions requiring the Clinical Coordinator’s input:
 For a clinical coordinator, responsible for the work of the clinical team.
 For any new systems or procedures must be established by through the clinical coordinator.
 The Clinical Coordinator delegates treatment decision-making to the clinical coordinator, but


establishes policies with the doctor first on what decisions may be made.


* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Records Tech responsibilities and decision-making
Take Initial Records after Exam


Take Scheduled Miscellaneous Records (Pano, Photos, etc.


Take Imaging Photos (done during the New-Pt. Exam … in the future)


Other miscellaneous responsibilities


Records-related decisions requiring the Clinical Coordinator’s input:
 Any new records policies, equipment, etc., must be established by the Clinical Coordinator.
 Once established by the Clinical Coordinator this kind of decision is made by the records tech.


* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Environmental Safety Coordinator responsibilities and decision-making
Refer to “The Environmental Safety Handbook”


Employee Training: see Training Workbook (ETW-1 to ETW-34) for more detail


Control environmental safety in offices


Control Employee Medical Records (see Chapter-03 in The Environmental Safety Handbook)


Assists DR with Employee Personnel Records (see CHAP-05 of Environmental Safety Handbook)


Refer to The Environmental Safety Handbook for complete details.


The Clinical Coordinator makes all decisions about Environmental safety-related changes.


* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Sterilization Tech responsibilities and decision-making
Sterilization procedures before, during and after the patient treatment day


Sterilization area: daily/weekly equipment maintenance and restocking


Labeling of hazardous materials via its MSDS


Pour-up models, etc.


Clinical Supplies Inventory Control: inventorying, ordering and stocking clinical supplies


Mail and receive outside labwork


Other miscellaneous responsibilities
 All Sterilization-related changes are decided by the Clinical Coordinator.


* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Lab Tech responsibilities and decision-making
Deciding on and doing appliance and Study Model fabrication usual and customized procedures


Maintenance of the lab area and restocking and avoiding waste


All non-usual procedural changes are decided by the Clinical Coordinator
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Using “Mind Set” to Control Your Emotions


We all have strong rational styles and symbiotic emotions they can upset us and others and
get in the way of what we are trying to accomplish.


 Analyzers need to reduce their excessive Fear


 Directors need to reduce their excessive Anger


 Relators need to reduce their excessive Sorrow


 Socializers need to reduce their excessive Joy (ecstasy)


This isn’t easy, especially when we are strong in a style and need to reduce the over use of its


emotion at an upcoming stressful event (or just use it less at work). Rational styles “sort out”


emotional expressions to make sense of them and then proceed accordingly. Unfortunately,


emotions are so quick that we can’t sort them out fast enough—the damage is already done.


But we can sort them out if we plan ahead. This is accomplished through what I call “Mind


Set”, which automatically negates emotional outbursts as they erupt.


If you have already tried the Mind Set technique you know that it is momentary, you can’t use it


once to program the rest of your life. But the continuous use of it over weeks can help you to


control it much better. Mind Set is necessary when you know you will be distresses the next


day; it is very helpful to control the excessive use of your strong emotion daily.


To use the mindset technique, do the following:


1. The night before, before retiring, find a non-distracting place to do your mind-set, think
about tomorrow and how your strong emotion might upset you and others.


2. Next say to yourself “I will NOT become angry (or fearful or sorrowful or ecstasy) tomorrow”—“I
will love everybody and they will love me”—“Yes, tomorrow is going to be a GREAT
day!”


3. Repeat step 2 again.


4. The next morning when you awake or when you are doing something that doesn’t take
any concentration etc., say the following:


“I will NOT become angry (or fearful or sorrowful or ecstasy) today”—“I will love everybody and
everybody will love me”—“Yes, today is going to be a GREAT day!”


5. Repeat step 4 again.


This simple technique will help you to negate the negative effects of your excessively used
strong emotions to accomplish what you desire.


Remember! You need to do this every night and morning for a few weeks if you expect it to
become a natural part of how you handle your strong emotion.
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The Relationship Game


The Relationship Game is a realistic way to reconnect with someone that we have been


disconnection from for years, no matter who disconnected from whom. It is also a realistic way to


reconnect with someone that we have been disconnected from for days. Once reconnected, the


relationship game provides a wonderful opportunity to acknowledge others and share their love.


However, all of this comes at a price—it is emotionally frightening to play this game the first time—


but once played you’ll wish you’d played it all of your life. Please read this entire procedure before


scheduling a game.


Game Definitions:


Rules Keeper: The player in charge of the game to make sure that everyone abides by the rules.


The rules keeper changes each time you play the game, giving every player a turn at it, especially


the very young.


Speaking Player: the player bringing forth an issue or acknowledgement.


Listening Player: the player receiving the issue or acknowledgement.


Issues: something that you did that invalidated another player or that another player did that


invalidated you.


Issues Worksheet: where you write down the issues, you have with up to three players. Make


many copies of page E-6 to hand out.


Feelings for Issues: how you felt when another player invalidated and disconnected from you—on


the right side of the Issues Worksheet.


Acknowledgements: of something that another person does that you admire him or her for or


something that brings you great joy when you think about it (i.e., makes you feel love for them).


Acknowledgement Worksheet: where you write down the acknowledgements, you have for up to


three players. Make many copies of page E-8 to hand out.


Feelings for Acknowledgements: how you feel when you think about what you are


acknowledging another player for—on the right side of the Acknowledgements Worksheet.


Request Sheet: used by one player to make a request of another player. The request is usually


something one player wants another player to do, or not to do, between this and the next


scheduled game. Make a few copies of page E-8, cut them out and have them available.


Objects of the Game:


To allow a speaking player to tell a listening player how he or she feels without interruption or


rationalization on the part of the listening player.


To reconnect with those you have disconnected from, due to an issue that you have with them


(they did something to upset you).


To reconnect with those who have disconnected from you, due to an issue that they have with


you (you did something to upset them).


To acknowledge others for what they do well or just for the wonderful person that they are.
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The Players (three to six total players is ideal):


All family members if played at home.


All immediate coworkers if played at work.


 Just those involved if played among friends.


How Often Played:


Play the game weekly for the first two to four consecutive weeks.


After that, play the game monthly, for example, the first Sunday of the month if at home or the


first Friday of the month if at work (people are happier and more open when going into the


weekend).


 If not played monthly or on a particular schedule, play as you feel the need—which will be


obvious because it will nag at you.


Game Environment:


Play in any place where all players feel emotionally safe and comfortable; all must positively


agree and desire to play in that location—this may not be easy.


 If at home, play in the living room or family room—kitchen?


 If at work, play in a conference or break room where all feel comfortable, hopefully without any


interruptions (turn off all phones/beepers).


 If done among friends, do it at a mutually convenient, emotionally comfortable location.


The Arrangement of Players:


Sit on chairs, all at the same eye level, in a tight circle.


All players should be physically comfortable.


Game Rules—very important!


The Rules Keeper reads the five rules below to all first time players and gets each player to agree


to follow the rules:


1. ONLY the speaking player may speak; others should pay attention to what the speaker says


and not talk in the background.


2. As a speaking player, maintain eye contact with, and speak only to, the listening player.


3. As a speaking player, do not hedge or downplay your issue; just make direct, succinct


statements.


4. As a listening player, do not speak or divert attention way from the speaking player, just focus


on what he or she is saying.


5. As a listening player, do not use self-righteous justification to distract yourself from listening—


you can’t listen if you’re rationalizing.


Preparing for Play:


1. In private (not in a circle), complete your Issues Worksheet and an Acknowledgements


Worksheet on every other player by writing the player’s name on the top of the sheet; also


write your name on a sheet. If you have, no issues with a player enter “no issues,” including


yourself if you have no integrity issues with yourself. It is important though, to fill in at least one


acknowledgement for each player and for yourself.


2. If you have many issues with another player, just list two or three important issues; you can


resolve minor issues at subsequent games.
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3. When writing issues, make sure that you mention how you felt when the disconnection


occurred—it is better to use your own words, but if not sure, there are example feeling on the


worksheet.


4. Make sure that you mention how you feel when writing an acknowledgment about another


player—again, it is better to use your own words, but if not sure, there are example feeling


words on the worksheet.


5. When all have completed the preparation, comfortably sit in a circle.


6. At the beginning of play, the Rules Keeper asks each player whether he or she feels


comfortable with playing today. If not comfortable, determine why and resolve it before


playing—do whatever works.


During the Play:


The Rules Keeper (going clockwise around the circle) asks the first person (the speaking


player) to state one issue that he or she has with another player.


As a speaking player you must succinctly describe the place and time of a specific issue or


succinctly describes the most recent reoccurring issue, noting the feelings evoked in you when


it occurred.


As a listening player, you must appreciate how the speaking player felt and never use


rationalization to negate those feelings—you can’t because those feeling exist whether you like


it or not. This is not about the listening player, it’s about the speaking player’s need to “get it


out and get past it.”


When the speaking player has delivered his or her one issue, the listening player simply says, “I


understand,” or “OK” or “I apologize” or whatever feels comfortable—the listening player does


NOT belittle the importance of the issue—there are no small issues!


When done with the first speaking player and issue, the Rules Keeper asks the next player


around the circle to deliver an issue; this is continued until every player has delivered one issue


to one player.


Go around the circle again with each player bringing forth an issue with another player (or the


same one as the first time). Go around the circle again and again until all issues, along with


their accompanying feelings are brought forth. Don’t forget the issues you have with yourself


and how it makes you feel.


REMEMBER: NO hedging, NO rationalization and NO interruptions of any kind when someone


is bringing forth an issue.


The Rules Keeper keeps the game moving along by interrupting the players when they


circumvent the rules and to get them back on track.


Requests:


You (“BY”) use the Request Sheet to make a request “OF” another player, which they can


either accept or reject.


The request is to do or not do something between now and the next game, typically anything


that would help avoid a reoccurring issue.


Write down your request and give it to the Rules Keeper to keep in a request file (envelope,


etc.). If needed, a copy is given to the person accepting the request.


The next time the game is played, the Rules Keeper first reads the requests and asks the


player accepting the request if it has been fulfilled. If not, a second request can be made and


rejected or accepted until the next game. A player may make the same request twice—if not


fulfilled by then it never will be.
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Ending the Game:


Take a short break before the acknowledgement part of the game and look over your planned


acknowledgements.


Reseat yourself comfortably in the circle in the same chairs as before. Before restarting, make


sure that you have one acknowledgement for each player, including one for yourself.


Start with the first person clockwise in the circle bringing forth their acknowledgement for one


listening player; any player will do.


The speaking player joyfully expresses the acknowledgement.


The acknowledged listening player gives a simple “thank you” to the speaking player for their


kind acknowledgements and never qualifies, belittles or embellishes on the acknowledgement,


which would invalidate the speaking player—only the speaking player’s opinion counts.


When done with the first speaking player, move around the circle in a clockwise rotation until


each player has given an acknowledgement to one other player.


Continue around the circle again and again until every player has acknowledged every other


player with the acknowledged player graciously accepting the acknowledgement.


Go around the circle once more and have each player acknowledge him or herself for


something they are proud of.


When done the Rules Keeper declares the game over, congratulates all for their issues and


acknowledgements.


Complete the game with something pleasant, for example, lunch at work or some treat at home


or with friends.


The WINNERS:


All players are winners! They resolved their issues, reconnected, acknowledged others, and others


have acknowledged them.
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Short Version


Once reconnected it is important to be aware of future spontaneous disconnection, especially


reoccurring emotional issues that are difficult to resolve. When disconnected, it produces sorrow in


us, in another, or in both. When both feel the sorrow, it’s easy to reconnect. When we feel the


sorrow and avoid rationalization, we can allow ourselves to reconnect, if the other person is aware


of the disconnection. When the other person feels the sorrow and we don’t, it is more difficult to


reconnect (typically because we have some other emotion in place blocking the sorrow), but we still


must try to be aware of the need to feel sorrow and to try to reconnect.


If you are automatically aware (you feel sorrow) or if the person makes you aware, you can


reconnect immediately by apologizing for the invalidation, etc., and by acknowledging them. For


example, if they give their opinion on a situation and you immediately invalidate it, you can


apologize for the outburst and discuss the merits of their opinion. And once you validated their


opinion, you may find a combined opinion that is more appropriate than the separate opinions.


If another invalidates you, you can reconnect immediately by making them aware of their


invalidation and how it made you feel. For example, if you gave your opinion on a situation and it


was immediately invalidated, you can: stop, look the invalidating person in the eye and say


something like “My opinion may not be perfect, but it has some merit and I feel demeaned by your


put down. And once said the other person has the choice to immediately apologize, bring out its


value and reconnect or can choose not to do so, requiring playing The Relationship Game in the


near future to settle this issue.


See page E-6 for the “Issues Sheet”


See page E-7 for the “Acknowledgement Sheet”


See page E-8 for the “Request Sheets”
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ISSUES that you have with:


(name) ___________________________________________________________________________


Examples of


Feelings


1) ____________________________


______________________________


______________________________


______________________________


______________________________


______________________________


______________________________


______________________________


My Feelings


_______________________________


_______________________________


_______________________________


_______________________________


_______________________________


_______________________________


_______________________________


1) ____________________________


______________________________


______________________________


______________________________


______________________________


______________________________


______________________________


______________________________


My Feelings


_______________________________


_______________________________


_______________________________


_______________________________


_______________________________


_______________________________


_______________________________


1) ____________________________


______________________________


______________________________


______________________________


______________________________


______________________________


______________________________


______________________________


My Feelings


_______________________________


_______________________________


_______________________________


_______________________________


_______________________________


_______________________________


_______________________________


abandoned,
angry,


annoyed,
cheated,
confused,
controlled,
criticized,
cut off,


deceived,
depressed,
desperate,
devastated,
disgusted,
distrustful,
dominated,


embarrassed,
frightened,
frustrated,


hateful,
hopeless,


humiliated,
hurt


ignored,
insulated,
irritated,
let down,


manipulated,
misunderstood


nauseated,
offended,


overwhelmed,
perplexed,
pressured,
put down,
rejected,
sickened,


suspicious,
tormented,
unheard,
up tight,


used, etc.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS…for:


(name) ___________________________________________________________________________


Examples of
Feelings


1) ____________________________


______________________________


______________________________


______________________________


______________________________


______________________________


______________________________


______________________________


My Feelings


_______________________________


_______________________________


_______________________________


_______________________________


_______________________________


_______________________________


_______________________________


1) ____________________________


______________________________


______________________________


______________________________


______________________________


______________________________


______________________________


______________________________


My Feelings


_______________________________


_______________________________


_______________________________


_______________________________


_______________________________


_______________________________


_______________________________


1) ____________________________


______________________________


______________________________


______________________________


______________________________


______________________________


______________________________


______________________________


My Feelings


_______________________________


_______________________________


_______________________________


_______________________________


_______________________________


_______________________________


_______________________________


accepted,
appreciated,


amused,
calm,


confident,
cared for,
delighted,


elated,
encouraged,


excited,
fulfilled,
grateful,
happy,
heard,


honored,
hopeful,
inspired,


invigorated,
liberated,


loved,
optimistic,


playful,
reassured,
recognized,
refreshed,
relaxed,
relieved,


respected,
safe,


satisfied,
supported,


thrilled,
understood,


valued,
vindicated,


wanted,
worthy,


etc.
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Request OF: __________________


BY: __________________


__________________________
__________________________
__________________________


__________________________
___________________________


Request OF: __________________


BY: __________________


__________________________
__________________________
__________________________


__________________________
___________________________


Request OF: __________________


BY: __________________


__________________________
__________________________
__________________________


__________________________
___________________________


Request OF: __________________


BY: __________________


__________________________
__________________________
__________________________


__________________________
___________________________


Request OF: __________________


BY: __________________


__________________________
__________________________
__________________________


__________________________
___________________________


Request OF: __________________


BY: __________________


__________________________
__________________________
__________________________


__________________________
___________________________
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Developing Strong Team Leadership

Being a successful orthodontist means more than just straightening teeth: it means being the team leader of
a great team. For a practice to survive today, the doctor must lead the practice in a direction that makes it
successful. To do this the doctor needs strong Clinical & Clerical Coordinator team leaders. To be strong
leaders the doctor and team coordinators must have strong beliefs about teamwork (see Table-1 above) and
have a good self-image (see Table-2 above)—otherwise, it is difficult if not impossible—you can’t be what you
don’t believe you can be.

Team-wise, there are three types of people: dependent, independent and interdependent. You can be de-
pendent or independent, but not both. You can be either dependent or independent and also interdependent:

 Dependent team members don’t take responsibility for their lives, typically blaming others and the
situation for their failures—they don’t make successful team leaders.

 Independent team members take responsibility for their successes and do whatever it takes to correct
their failures—they can become successful team leaders.

 Interdependent people help each other perform their tasks (for example, when assisting the doctor
with patient treatment)—they can become team leaders if they are also independent.

Independent people have strong beliefs and dependent people have weak beliefs about most to all of the
items in Table-1 above—people with moderate beliefs can become independent if they work at it.

Being a leader means that we must be both independent (taking responsibility) and interdependent (work-
ing well with others). When working independently alone making our usual decisions (refer to the “Automate

Your Team Management” pearl), we can attain our usual results. When working interdependently with others we
take responsibility for our part, adapt it to enhance the work of the others involved, and attain the results
that are best for all involved, especially the patient. For example, when assisting the doctor at the chair the
assistant must do what supports the work of the doctor and the doctor must do what supports the work of
the assistant no matter how menial or important each may view their tasks—it’s what’s best for the patient.

We all act dependently, independently and interdependently from time to time, but we have a natural pref-
erence for being one or the other depending on our personality. Thus, we all have a natural affinity (our
personality) to take responsibility for our lives…or not. As a quick review, each of our four personality styles
has a purpose, emotion, orientation, motivations and sensory styles that supports that style’s purpose:

 ANALYZER Purpose—to unerringly proceed—using fear to alert us to danger
(task-oriented) Motivations: avoid any pain or loss—do what your supposed to do—focus on what’s not right with the situation

Sensory style: visual (fast) task-details thinking or kinesthetic (slow) feelings thinking

 DIRECTOR Purpose—to attain quick, adequate results—using anger to alert us to confrontation
(task-oriented) Motivations: reject beliefs that are different from yours—focus on your own concerns—be very decisive

Sensory style: visual (fast) see-it-in-action associative (not details)

 RELATOR Purpose—to stay connected to others—using sorrow to alert us to any disconnections
(people-oriented) Motivations: accept other’s beliefs, as important—focus on other’s concerns—be very indecisive

Sensory style: auditory (moderately-fast) people-details thinking

 SOCIALIZER Purpose—to socially interact with others—using joy to alert us to our connections
(people-oriented) Motivations: seek pleasure or gain—do what’s new and exciting—focus on what’s right with the situation

Sensory style: visual (fast) non-detail associative thinking

If you don’t already know it, reflect on the above definitions and determine your strongest style. Then use
the table below to determine your natural tendency to be dependent, independent or interdependent.

Dependent Independent Interdependent

Analyzer MODERATE STRONG WEAK

Director WEAK STRONG WEAK

Relator STRONG WEAK STRONG

Socializer MODERATE MODERATE STRONG

Most task-oriented analyzers and directors are independent, but typically not interdependent. People-
oriented relators and socializers are strongly interdependent, but not necessarily independent. Bottom line,
since good leaders are strongly independent and interdependent, there are no genetic styles that make us
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natural leaders—we all have to learn to be a leader in spite of our genetics. We all have all four styles, us-
ing our strongest when distressed and the other styles as needed when not distressed. Thus, a specific
blend of styles (our personality pattern) can give us a better potential to be leaders. We cannot be too weak
in the director style or else we won’t get results. We cannot be too weak in the analyzer style or else we
won’t get accurate results. We cannot be weak in both the relator and analyzer styles or else we can’t work
interdependently with others. Being moderately strong in all four styles gives us the genetic potential to be
successful leaders, but this type of pattern is rare.

But, you can make yourself a better leader if you can get a better self-image by working on your weak be-
liefs indicated in Table-2 above. Many people have weak self-images because of their upbringing and feel-
ing that they were not loved—this can be resolved by playing “The Relationship Game” with family mem-
bers. If negative emotional memories are propagating your weak self image you can use “Mind Set” to get
rid of them—The Relationship Game and Mind Set can be found among the management pearls. Once you
feel better about who you are you will automatically have stronger beliefs about teamwork in Table-1 above.
This will put you on the path of becoming an independent, interdependent team member and a better leader.

Other than overcoming your personality tendencies and your emotional hang-ups, adapting Dr. Steven
Covey’s “Seven Habits of Highly Effective People” can also help you to become a better leader.

I must take responsibility for the tasks in my position:
Basically, you need to be more independent and less dependent as noted above.

I must put “first things first”:
To be a leader you must be able to prioritize “what’s important” and “what’s urgent”, then choosing what’s
important over what’s urgent to attain your goals. For example, the doctor should see the patients on
schedule, which is important, instead of answering the phone, which is urgent. Chairside assistants must
work on scheduled cooperative patients, which is important, instead of cleaning up emergency patients or
broken appliances, which is urgent. This is not an easy habit for anyone to establish, no matter what their
strongest style, but it is important to establish it to lead the practice through a successful treatment day—
this is not easy for “impulsively decisive” directors and socializers.

I must visualize my goals in order to attain them:
You must be able to see-in-your-mind the best path to take to attain your goal (or effectively complete your
task) and then work you way backwards to know where to start—otherwise you may never get there. We
only think in this manner when using our director style, which is why we shouldn’t be weak in it.

I must think “win-win or no deal”:
An example of “win-win or no deal” is when the practice provides an exceptional service and the patient
pays for it according to an acceptable financial arrangement and cooperates during treatment. Another ex-
ample is when team members fulfill all of their responsibilities and are adequately compensation for it. In-
decisive, dependent thinking makes a win-win situation. Analyzers and socializers are moderate at and di-
rectors and relators are weak at attaining “win-win or no deal” solutions—we all need to work at it.

I must first seek to understand and then to be understood:
If we listen intently to what others say and then respond in terms of what they said, our responses will be
more acceptable to them. Directors and socializes are poor listeners and thus, find it difficult to respond ac-
cordingly. Analyzers (tasks) and relators (people) are intent listeners and find this easy to do.

We must work interdependently and arrive at a solution that is acceptable to all:
To do this we must strive for a “win-win solution” and be able to “understand and be understood”—to listen
to each other and determine everybody’s possible solutions. For example, a patient with a cooperation
problem who is listened to, instead of lectured to, will give valuable information on what is causing the prob-
lem from which a win-win solution can be found that allows the patient to cooperate. Directors are weak at
arriving at solutions beneficial to others and must work on this habit—using Mind Set can help.

I must develop healthy habits for my mind and body:
It is not easy to develop worthwhile habits—change is stressful, but we cannot progress without change.
We must eat well and exercise and we must resist our natural tendencies not to change. Directors and so-
cializers are moderate at making changes; analyzers and relators find it very difficult to make changes.

I hope that this pearl will help you to develop a stronger team and stronger team leaders.


